This paper introduces a new comparison base stable sorting algorithm, named RS sort. RS Sort involves only the comparison of pair of elements in an array which ultimately sorts the array and does not involve the comparison of each element with every other element. RS sort tries to build upon the relationship established between the elements in each pass. Suppose there is an array containing three elements a1, a2, a3 and if a relationship exist such that a1<a2 and a2<a3 then it can be established that a1<a3 and so there is no need to compare a1 and a3. Sorting is a fundamental operation in computer science. RS sort is analyzed both theoretically and empirically. We have performed its Empirical analysis and compared its performance with the well-known quick sort for various input types.
INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new comparison base stable sorting algorithm, named RS sort. Though many sorting algorithms have been developed, no single technique is best suited for all applications. In basic comparison sort algorithm we need to check each element with the rest of the array in order to find its appropriate location. In RS sort we only need to compare selective pairs of whose elements are distant apart in a defined manner. This selective comparison among elements saves a fair amount of time and comparisons.
Although the theoretical worst case complexity of RS sort is Yworst , the experimental results reveal that with Oemp(nlgn) 1.333 time complexity for typical inputs it can perform optimally.
2. ALGORITHM: RS SORT RS Sort involves only the comparison of pair of elements in an array which ultimately sorts the array and does not involve the comparison of each element with every other element. RS sort tries to build upon the relationship established between the elements in each pass. For an input (a1, a2, a3) let a1<a2 and a2<a3, then it can be easily inference that a1<a3 and so there is no need to compare a1 and a3. RS sort uses this technique to place each element in their appropriate location by saving significantly large number of comparisons.
RS sort first determines the minimum length such that all elements get placed in their appropriate locations. This length refers to the maximum forward distance a particular index can be compared with. It starts with this length and goes down to one at each point comparing every element only with one element that is a fixed length forward to it. This minimum value of length can be easily found out by binary search as for all values greater than this length the array will be sorted and for all values less than it, it will be partially sorted. If there is an array of four elements then initially a1 needed to be compared with a2, a3, a4 and same goes for a2, a3 and a4 before completing the sorting but if length equals two then in first loop a1 is compared only with a3 and a2 is compared only with a4 and in the second loop when length decrements by one a1 gets compared only with a2, a2 gets compared only with a3 and a3 gets compared only with a4. These comparisons takes place one by one and at each point the value at an index might change and the updated value at that index gets used for future comparisons. Thus in only five comparisons when length equals to two and three when length equals to one we have sorted the entire array instead of a total of twelve. This differences increases greatly as the size of array increases.
This minimum length does not have a general formula which can be given for all input size but a rough estimate can be made which gives the minimum value for most of the cases and for few cases it gives a slightly higher value which ultimately does the sorting job perfectly. Let us denote this minimum values by K. Then K=T *lgn where T = Derivation of T: Let n denote the input size of a sample and h equals to lgn. Maximum jump required by any element to go to its correct position = n-1 (smallest element is at the last position or largest at first.) After x iteration maximum jump that can be made by any element from its given location by RS sort is 1+2+3+…+x. Multiplying x by h and summing the above series we get (x*h)*(x*h+1)/2. Now this value needs to be greater than n-1 so that every element can reach its appropriate location in worst case. On comparing them: (x*h)*(x*h+1)/2≥n (Replacing n by n-1 for calculation ease.) Considering x*h=z, we have: z*(z+1) ≥ 2*n  z 2 + z-2 * n ≥ 0 , and since z=x*h, we get
. Thus T=⌈ ⌉, for covering boundary cases at some places. On solving this quadratic relation for x since h is a constant gives the required formula for T as T .The minimum length is given as T*lgn. It can be seen that in general case any length less than this can't sort the array totally as each element would not end up at their appropriate location and every length greater will. RS sort is analyzed both theoretically and empirically. We have done theoretical analysis to get its worst case performance in terms of big-oh notation. Average case analysis is done using statistical bound estimate (also called empirical-O). The performance of RS sort is also compared with standard version of quick sort algorithm (Hoare, 1962) for the similar input types. The observed mean time (in sec) of 1000 trials was noted in table (1). Average case analysis was done by directly working on program run time to estimate the weight based statistical bound over a finite range by running computer experiments (Fang et al. 2006; Sacks et al. 1989 ). This estimate is called empirical O (Chakraborty and Sourabh, 2010; Sourabh and Chakraborty, 2007) . Here time of an operation is taken as its weight. Weighing permits collective consideration of all operations into a conceptual bound which we call a statistical bound in order to distinguish it from the count based mathematical bounds that are operation specific.
The way we design and analyze our computer experiment has certainly a great impact on the credibility of empirical-O. See reference (Chakraborty and Sourabh, 2010) for more insight into the philosophy behind statistical bound and empirical-O. The statistical analysis and the various interpretations are guided by (Mathews 2010 ).
The samples are generated randomly, using a random number generating function, to characterize discrete uniform, poisson, and binomial distribution models with k, λ, and (m, p) as its respective parameters. Our sample sizes lie in between 1*10 5 and 20*10 5 . Below we present two comparative plots for RS against the quick sort. The figures 1&2 reveal the superiority of RS sort for discrete uniform and poisson distribution data models for the specified parameter values. General Regression Analysis: Y versus n, nlog2n, n^2: y^0. 75 = 0.0383403 -3.90451e-006 n + 3.88879e-007 nlogn -4.74249e-014 n^2 As the statistical significance of quadratic term is very weak we ignore it from our model. It reduces the resulting model as: y^0. 75 = 0.0383403 -3.90451e-006 n + 3.88879e-007 1.333 . The standard error of this model is very low (S=0.0125067) and it explains almost all the variations (as R-Sq(adj) value is equal to 100%). These observations led us to conclude that the average case complexity of RS sort is: Yavg(n) = Oemp(nlog2n) 1.333 . 
